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RADIORAX – VAL AVIONICS – RAM

VAL AVIONICS VOLTAGE STEP
DOWN CONVERTOR

This unit is a step down voltage converter that drops 28 volts 
DC down to 13.8 volts DC. This unit would be required to operate either our 
COM 760 TSO or INS 422 TSO units in an aircraft or vehicle that are 28 volts 
DC. Specifications: • Physical Dimensions: L 4.0 “ (10.16 cm) x W 4.625” 
(11.75cm) x H 1.250 (3.18cm)• Weight: 0.75 lbs• Power Requirements: Current 
2.0A Continuous with 5.0A Intermittent ............P/N 11-02963  ........$192.75

VAL AVIONICS NAV 2000 VHF RECEIVER
Turning back to a more traditional design ,the 
COM 2000 features dual concentric knob con-
trols, displayed active and standby frequency with 

push button flipflop, 15 memory locations with user defined alphanumer-
ic channel identifiers and a manual squelch control. It’s 3/8” character 
display is easy to read from any angle and in any lighting condition. This 
mighty little radio’s all metal construction is designed to serve all your 
communication needs well into the future. • Large 3/8” display character 
• 8 watt transmitter • 1 inch high and 9 inches long • Dual concentric knob 
controls • 15 memory locations with user-defined alphanumeric channel 
identifiers • Non-volatile memory • Manual squelch control • All machined 
aluminum construction • RS232 interface • Photocell dimming.
 P/N 11-10569 ......$1,829.00

VAL AVIONICS NAV INS 429
WITH VOR/LOC/GS/MB

The INS 429 is a high quality, multi-function, fully 
integrated navigational instrument displaying VOR, LOC, Glide Scope, 
Marker Beacon, and GPS/NAV inputs. Not only does it sport its own 
internal receivers, it will also display course deviation information from 
an external NAV or GPS source. A perfect solution for a crowded panel. 
Not TSO’D (for experimental aircraft only) ..P/N 11-05592 ......$2,754.00

VAL AVIONICS COM 2000 VHF TRANSCEIVER
COM 2000 continues the tradition of hard working, 
affordable avionics by Val Avionics. The smallest 
panel mounted COM radio available today. 

Features dual concentric knob controls, displayed active and standby 
frequency with push button flip-flop and a manual squelch control. It’s 
3/8” character display is easy to read from any angle and in any lighting 
condition. All metal construction. .................P/N 11-06411 ......$1,725.00

RADIORAX THE REVOLUTIONARY 
AVIONICS RACK SYSTEM

Radiorax provides flexibility and ease of installation for 
panel mount avionics. The radiorax system consists 
of anodized slotted rails, stainless nuts, structural 
strength tray screws that are four times stronger than 
conventional screws used in aviation, and a stainless 
capture system that holds each nut where it is needed 
during assembly.

Description Part No. Price
Radiorax Kit 1010-8 for Exp. A/C 11-01376 $269.95 
RK1000 Single Stack STC Kit-Standard Rail 11-01855 $518.00 
RK1010 Single Stack Kit-STC for Exp. A/C 11-01856 $518.00 
RK1020 Single Stack STC Kit-STC Exp. A/C 11-01858 $518.00 
RK1030 Single Stack STC Kit Cirrus/Lancair 11-01860 $518.00 
RK2000 Dual Stack STC Kit 11-01862 $646.00 
RK3000 Triple Stack STC Kit 11-01864 $781.00 
Single Rail - Special Order 11-01866 $387.00 
RK1005 Cessna Kit 11-02308 $646.00
RK1040 Single Stack 11-02309 $781.00
RK2010 Kit -18” dual stack,flange, FAA-PMA, STC’d 11-02608 $646.00 
RK2015 Kit - 18” dual stack, flanged outer, FAA-PMA, STC’d 11-02609 $646.00 
RK2020 Kit -18” dual stack, reduced outer, FAA-PMA,STC’d 11-02610 $646.00 
RK2025 Kit -18” dual stack, reduced outer, FAA-PMA,STC’d 11-02611 $646.00 
RK3010 Kit - 18.0” triple stack, flanged outer + Full Dim. 
Center Rail Tray Mount Kit - FAA-PMA, STC’d 11-02612 $781.00 
RK3015 Kit - 18.0” triple stack, flanged outer+reduced dim. 
Center Rail Tray Mount Kit - FAA-PMA, STC’d 11-02613 $781.00 
RK3020 Kit - 18.0” triple stack, flanged outer + Full Dim. 
Center Rail Tray Mount Kit - FAA-PMA, STC’d 11-02614 $781.00 
RK3025 Kit -18.0” triple stack, reduced outer+reduced dim. 
Center Rail Tray Mount Kit - FAA-PMA, STC’d 11-02615 $781.00 
RK4000-12 Kit - Standard Closeout Panel - Chem Film - 12” 
Kit - FAA-PMA, STC’d 11-02616 $362.00 
RK4000 - 12A Kit - Standard Closeout Panel - Black 
Anodized - 12” Kit - FAA-PMA, STC’d 11-02617 $255.95 

VAL AVIONICS COM 2KR
REMOTE VHF TRANSCEIVER

The innovative COM 2KR from VAL Avionics is the first 
radio to offer complete user interface through the electronic 

flight instrument system (EFIS) display. This provides full control of transmit 
and receive frequencies as well as volume and squelch from the EFIS, 
allowing the COM radio to be removed from the instrument panel. The COM 
2KR is the next step in general aviation communications. As with all Val 
Avionics products, the COM 2KR is crafted from a solid brick of aluminum 
for maximum durability and performance for years to come. Supporting both 
14- and 28- volt systems, the COM 2KR is outfitted for flexible installation 
in nearly all light-sport, experimental and type-certificated aircraft. 8 watt 
transmitter.  Size: 8.75”L x 5.9”W x .86”H ......P/N 11-11457 ......$1,287.00

RAM® EZ ROLLER CRADLE FOR THE 
IPAD PRO 12.9/ 12.9 3RD GEN

The RAM® Mounts EZ-Roll’r™ cradle for the iPad Pro secures 
your device in a form-fit holder that keeps the entire screen 
visible. Designed for tablets that are not in a case, it features 

a holder for the Apple Pencil as well. Simply slide the tablet into the bottom 
cups and then roll the top clip over the top of the device to anchor it into 
the cradle. Side buttons, charging port and camera lens are conveniently 
exposed and accessible while in the cradle. Connect the cradle to any RAM 
components or mounts that contain the universal AMPs hole pattern.
Pro 12.9 .......................................................P/N 11-14777 ...........$38.50
12.9 3rd Gen................................................P/N 11-18173 ...........$38.50

RAM UNIVERSAL X GRIP CRADLE
FOR 12 INCH TABLETS

The RAM-HOL-UN11U is just what you’ve been looking for to 
hold your favorite tablet. Consists of a composite spring loaded 

cradle, expandable grip arms and additional bottom support keeper. Simple 
to open and close, it leaves the outside edge of your tablet almost completely 
free of annoying obstructions. Soft rubber fingers apply just enough force 
to keep your tablet in safe and secure. Compatible with a wide range of 
mounting solutions, your tablet is sure to find a home no matter where your 
travels take you ............................................P/N 11-14778 .........$105.99

RAM® X-GRIP® UNIVERSAL HOLDER 
WITH BALL FOR 9 IN - 10 IN TABLETS 

The RAM-B-202-UN9U consists of a composite spring loaded 
cradle, expandable grip arms, additional bottom support keepers 

and 1” ball base adapter. Included are extra easy access grip knobs, located 
on the back of the cradle for quick release of your tablet. The RAM-B-202-
UN9U expands and contracts for perfect fit of most 10” tablets with or without 
sleeves, as well as some smaller tablets. The included 1” ball base includes 
hardware to attach directly to the back of the cradle and is compatible with all 
“B” size double socket arms ..........................P/N 11-18170 .........$122.75

RAM TAB-TITE™ SPRING LOADED
HOLDER FOR 8 INCH TABLETS 
Get the most out of your tablet with the RAM Tab-Tite™ spring 
loaded, quick release cradle. With interchangeable cup ends, you 
can fit the cradle to your tablet for a near custom fit. This spring 
loaded design makes it easy to load and unload your tablet, along 
with keeping it secure while on the go. Cup ends are designed 
to optimize the functionality of your tablet, allowing access to 

audio jacks, usb, power, and other ports, your tablet can be used just as 
it was intended. Perfect for stationary or on the go applications, this new 
RAM product is just what you need to get the most out of your tablet. The 
included backplate is interchangeable with various size support cups, making 
it compatible with numerous tablet models. New detachable support cups are 
the only components needed for purchase, attach to the backplate for support 
of your new tablet. .........................................P/N 11-18964 ...........$36.65

RAM CRADLE FOR SPOT 4 
The form-fitting, high-strength composite RAM® EZ-Roll’r™ 
cradle for the SPOT Gen4™ allows for the attachment of RAM® 
components containing the universal AMPS hole pattern making 
it the ideal GPS mount for SPOT Gen4™. With the device in the 

cradle, all buttons and the power port remain fully accessible. The RAM® 
EZ-Roll’r™ cradle for the SPOT Gen4™ is compatible and interchangeable 
with a wide range of RAM® diamond ball bases. Included is a set of two nuts 
and bolts .......................................................P/N 11-18801 ...........$15.90

RAM X-GRIP RUBBER CAP 4-PACK 
REPLACEMENT 

The RAP-UN-CAP-4U consists of four black post caps 
that fit all versions of the RAM X-Grip®. Optional super 
glue is included to offer extra security for these rubber cap 
accessories ...............................P/N 11-18792 .............$6.70
RAM EZ ROLLER CRADLE FOR THE 

IPAD MINI 4 / 5 WITH BALL 
The RAM-B-202-AP20U consists of a 2.5” round base 
adapter, with 1” ball, attached to a high strength composite 
cradle. The cradle includes a patent pending roller design 
allows for smooth placement and removal of the iPad, while 

keeping it secure while on the go. Compatible and interchangeable with 
a wide range of popular RAM Mounting products, this cradle is ready to 
compliment your iPad and become the most useful accessory in your 
vehicle. Included is a set of four nuts and bolts to connect the cradle to 
any RAM components or mounts that contain the universal AMPs hole 
pattern .........................................................P/N 11-18171 ...........$31.50
RAM UNPKD RAM DOUBLE 1” BALL ADAPTER 

The RAM-B-230, double ball joiner, consists of a 1” 
rubber ball on both ends that allow the connection of 
two 1” socket arms. When measured from ball center to 

ball center the arm length is 1.75”. This mount is ideal if your mount arm 
is just too short ............................................P/N 11-18169 ...........$24.50
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